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Whitbread Award Winner: A novel by the author of Whitbread Award Winner: A novel by the author of In PatagoniaIn Patagonia, about a pair of twins and their long, remarkable, about a pair of twins and their long, remarkable

lives in the farmlands of Wales.lives in the farmlands of Wales.

For forty-two years, identical twins Lewis and Benjamin Jones have shared a bed, a farm, and a life. But the world has

scarred and warped them each in different ways. Lewis is sturdy, still strong enough at eighty to wield an ax all day,

and though he’s hardly ever ventured outside his little village on the English border, he dreams of far-off lands.

Benjamin is gentler, a cook whose favorite task is delivering baby lambs, and even in his old age, he remains devoted

to the memory of his mother.

 

The unusual twins have seen a country change and an empire fall, and in their shared memory lies an epic story of

the century that remade Britain. From the stories of their father’s youth to their own dotage, there is nothing these

farmers haven’t seen—or heard.

 

Famed travel author Bruce Chatwin brings his unique understanding of landscape and culture to his debut novel, an

intense examination of a little patch of Wales. Winner of the James Tait Black Memorial Prize and the Whitbread

Literary Award, and written in the tradition of Wuthering Heights and The Mayor of Casterbridge, this entry on the

list of “1001 Books You Must Read Before You Die” is an all-time classic from the author of bestsellers such as In
Patagonia and The Songlines.
 

This ebook features an illustrated biography of Bruce Chatwin including rare images and never-before-seen
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documents from the author’s estate.
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Bruce Chatwin's fascination with nomads and wanderlust represents itself in reverse in On the Black Hill, a tale of

two brothers (identical twins) who never go anywhere. They stay in the farmhouse on the English-Welsh border

where they were born, tilling the rough soil and sleeping in the same bed, touched only occasionally by the advance

of the 20th century. Smacking of a Welsh Ethan Frome, Chatwin evokes the lonely tragedies of farm life, and above

all the vibrant land of Wales.
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